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Opera fans who love “La Bohème” and “Tosca” often draw a blank when it comes to “La Rondine.”
Puccini’s 1917 score has always been the least performed of his mature operas.

Yet, with its waltz tunes and breezy atmosphere borrowed from Viennese opera traditions, “La Rondine”
(The Swallow) has a lot to offer. The composer’s beautiful melodies, lush orchestral writing and show-
stopping Act I aria, “Chi il bel sogno di Doretta,” are irresistible.

Opera San Jose’s new production, opening this weekend at the California Theatre, is the company’s first
“Rondine” revival since 2010. Directed by Candace Evans and conducted by Christopher Larkin, it
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Soprano Amanda Kingston, a resident artist with Opera San Jose, sings the role of Magda in the company’s
production of Puccini’s “La Rondine.”
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features soprano Amanda Kingston as Magda, the courtesan who abandons a life of Parisian luxury with
the wealthy banker Rambaldo for a chance at true love with the dashing young Ruggero.

Amanda Kingston (Magda) & Jason Slayden (Ruggiero) rehearsing for Rondine. Rondine runs
Nov. 11–26 @ the CA Theatre. https://t.co/O3f1T91w8r pic.twitter.com/ZNwH0Yk9Ks
— Opera San José (@OperaSanJose) October 27, 2017

Kingston, a native of Wisconsin based in Houston, Texas, is a resident artist with Opera San Jose this
season. She made her company debut earlier this fall as Fiordiligi in Mozart’s “Cosi fan tutte.”

Now she’s immersed in Puccini’s music and the charms of “Rondine,” an opera she finds fascinating.

“It’s a great story, sort of between ‘Boheme’ and ‘La Traviata,’” she says. “It has characters that we can
all relate to, who find themselves having to decide what they really want in life.”

“La Rondine” was Puccini’s first and only attempt at writing operetta, on request from a producer in
Vienna. He agreed, although he insisted on writing it in Italian, with no spoken dialogue.

He finished the score in 1915, but the outbreak of World War I put the project in jeopardy; instead of
Vienna, the premiere took place in Italy. “It received great acclaim,” says Kingston, “but never really
made it into the canon.”

In recent years, though, “Rondine” has enjoyed something of a resurgence – one that Kingston believes is
well-deserved.

The soprano loves “Chi il bel sogno di Doretta,” which arrives minutes into Act I. “It’s a great way to
pull people into the world of the opera,” she says, “and it also foreshadows what comes later.”

https://t.co/O3f1T91w8r
https://t.co/ZNwH0Yk9Ks
https://twitter.com/OperaSanJose/status/923964794108985344?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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There are gorgeous episodes throughout the score, she adds. “The quartet in Act II, with the four main
characters and the chorus, is just spectacular. And the other really big scene that stands out for me is the
duet with Ruggero at the end. It’s heartbreaking music. This is where you start to hear music from
‘Boheme’ and ‘Tosca’ — the Puccini we all love.”

Joining Kingston in the cast for “La Rondine” are tenor Jason Slayden as Ruggero and bass Trevor Neal
as Rambaldo. Elena Galvan will sing the role of Lisette, and Mason Gates is the poet, Prunier.

Magda is the second of three roles Kingston will perform at Opera San Jose this season. She’ll return in
the spring to sing the title role in the company’s season-ending production of Verdi’s “La Traviata.”

Fiordiligi, Magda, and Violetta — that’s quite a triple assignment for any soprano. But Kingston relishes
the challenge.

“It’s been a very interesting process to dig in and discover who these women are,” she says. “Magda and
Violetta are kind of living the same story, although Magda is healthy, and Violetta is definitely not.
Fiordiligi is born into a family with status. For me, the thing they have in common is they’re all very
independent women.”

Details: “La Rondine,” Nov. 11-26, California Theatre, San Jose; $55-$175; 408-437-4450;
www.operasj.org.

A WINTER JOURNEY FOR  BOSTRIDGE: English tenor Ian Bostridge has a deep relationship with
Schubert’s “Winterreise” – over the last three decades, he’s sung more than 100 performances of this
moving song cycle, and he’s the author of a 2015 book on the writing of the piece, titled “Schubert’s
Winter Journey: Anatomy of an Obsession.” This weekend, music lovers can hear Bostridge,
accompanied by pianist Wenwen Du, in a performance of the work. The event launches Cal
Performances’s 2017-18 Vocal Recital Series, which also includes recitals by tenor Simon O’Neill (Dec.
3), soprano Dorothea Röschmann (Feb. 16, 2018) and soprano Julia Bullock (March 25.) Details: Ian
Bostridge, 8 p.m. Nov. 10; $48-$86; Zellerbach Hall, UC Berkeley; series tickets $156-$185; 510-642-
9988; www.calperformances.org.

PROGRAM CHANGE: Due to a visa complication, Russian guitarist Irina Kulikova will not be able to
enter the country for U.S. concerts, including her Nov. 11 appearance at the Herbst Theatre for San
Francisco Performances. Replacing her will be French guitarist Judicael Perroy, who will perform a
program of music from Bach to Assad. Seesfperformances.org. for more information.

Contact Georgia Rowe at growe@pacbell.net.
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Band Together Bay Area set times: When does Metallica, etc. go on?

November 07, 2017, 10:55 am
Going to AT&T Park for the big wine country fire relief concert? Here are the set times for Dave Matthews,
Dead and Company, Rancid, Raphael Saadiq, G-Eazy and Metallica.

Two wickedly good guitarists set to jam, explore in Saratoga

November 07, 2017, 9:30 am
San Jose guitarists Hristo Vitchev and Mason Razavi will meet at Saratoga’s Cafe Pink House to exchange
riffs and musical ideas.
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Your week in concerts: Fall Out Boy, LCD Soundsystem, Mayday

November 07, 2017, 8:29 am
Your best bets for music in the Bay Area include Fall Out Boy, the Carole King musical “Beautiful,” Gin
Blossoms and LCD Soundsytem.

Famed early music revivalists Les Arts Florissants land in Berkeley

November 07, 2017, 8:03 am
Renowned Baroque group Les Arts Florissants, led by Williams Christie, performs Purcell’s “Dido and
Aeneas” at UC Berkeley.
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